
 

Micro Housing Finance Corporation (MHFC) was incorporated in May, 2008 with a            
vision to bridge the gap between affordable finance and formal housing for the             
financially excluded members of our society. Our target customers include people           
from the informal sector and low income households.   

MHFC is a highly technology driven HFC (Housing Finance Corporation) that has            
sanctioned home loans for more than 20,000 customers, with loans outstanding           
worth Rs. 500 Cr. These figures are a testament to MHFC’s growing customer             
base, acceptance in the Indian Housing Finance Arena, and Business Model           
Sustainability.  

MHFC is now a Svatantra Holdings Company which is a part of the Aditya Birla               
Group. With this change MHFC is now poised to transcend geographical           
boundaries, leverage on an increased customer base and grow aggressively in           
rural & urban India. 

We look forward to having people who want to create a social impact and are               
innovative, dynamic with good communication skills to join us in this fulfilling            
journey, and make the world a better place, one home at a time! 

Currently hiring for all the locations - Gujarat, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Madhya 
Pradesh, Chattisgarh, West Bengal, Karnataka & Odisha 

 



 

 

Field Executives ( Civil Engineering) 

This role involves technical evaluation of property under construction to verify the            
estimate for costs involved in self construction properties as also Credit and            
Financial analysis of customers to evaluation his eligibility/ credit worthiness for           
availing a loan.  

● To understand housing needs of customers and provide financial solution          
accordingly 

● Analyse the various stages of construction and verify the estimate for costs            
involved in the project. 

● Analysing customer’s ability to service a loan by understanding household          
income, expenses and accordingly take in the application. 

● Evaluation of customers on basis of credit criterias and property evaluation           
in terms of legal and civil construction (in case of self construction) to             
determine feasibility of granting loans. 

● Provide information on repayment schedule to customers 
Prepare & submit loan application and give recommendations for approval          
of loan. 

● Verify the stages of construction and accordingly decide the disbursement          
of the loan 

● Execution of documentation and processing it for disbursement process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

We have a very open culture with minimal hierarchy and want like minded people 
to join us, who can innovate and help us grow as much as possible. 

 

 

 

 

This would initially be a one day activity when students can expect an aptitude              
test in English, logical reasoning & Problem solving. The candidate should be            
proficient in English language and have good working knowledge of MS-Office /            
basic computer proficiency.  

1. Aptitude Test 
2. Personal Interviews 
3. Selection 

The roles offered will be Field Executive. Interested candidates to apply by            
sending your CV to Jobs@mhfcindia.com. 
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